Please call the front desk to be transferred directly to the spa during your stay.

SPa ALEXIS

“May all who enter as guests leave as friends.”

1083 Pit Road
Java Center, NY 14082
716.748.6580

Please call the front desk to be transferred directly to the spa during your stay.
Manicure :: 45 Minutes    $35
Allow your senses to take in the light fragrance of sweet citrus & warm heat. Treatment begins with shaping of nails followed by warm heat, buffing and ending with a massage and polish.

Shellac :: 55 Minutes    $50
The first polish designed not to smudge, peel, knick or chip for 14 days! Designed for the busy women in mind. With zero dry time you’re out the door as soon as the application is over. Best of all the application is to your natural nail so there is no damage…For Real!

Shellac Removal    $15
Shellac Polish Change    $20
with removal    $25

Enhancement Services ::
- Nail Repair    $5/nail
- French Polish    $5
- Polish Change    $20

Pedicure :: 60 Minutes    $60
This is the ultimate pedicure; extra care is given to allow deep penetration of this extremely hydrating treatment. Beginning with a soothing almond soak, shaping of the nails & cuticles, and exfoliation of the legs & feet, followed with an intense foot massage.

Enhancement Services ::
- French Polish    $5
- Polish Change    $20
- Nail Repair    $5/nail

Ionichi Detox Foot Spa ::
When the array is placed into the foot bath and submerged under water, the low level direct current electricity feeding the array causes the metals within the array to combine with the water and salts generating negatively and positively charged ions. Ionic theory states the ions travel through the body attaching themselves to various toxic (out of polarization charge) substances thereby neutralizing their toxic effects. These toxic substances are then expelled through your body’s natural excretory pathways.

The foot bath uses a proven scientific process to re-balance and promote healthy natural detoxification of the human body. The body’s bio energy field is enhanced during an ionic foot bath session. Each person experiences the positive effects of ionic exposure differently.

Single Session    $50
With Pedicure    $100
Seaweed Sugar Glow :: 60 Minutes $100  
This treatment starts with the application of a seaweed sugar scrub to gently exfoliate your skin. The seaweed scrub is ideal as a non-irritating exfoliant, even after waxing or shaving. The combination of seaweed, soybean oil and sugar, leaves the skin feeling ultra smooth.

Microdermabrasion ::  
30 Minute Express Peel $75  
45 Minute Peel $100  
60 Minute Luxury Peel $125  
Particle free patented technology that provides a noninvasive solution to help diminish a multitude of concerns by peeling, exfoliating, moisturizing, invigorating and clearing the skin. Skin Bella's technology is safe enough to use on sensitive skin types such as rosacea and active acne.

European Facial :: 60 Minutes $100  
This indulgent facial drenches your skin in moisture and restores harmony and balance. This begins with a unique purifying process allowing the skin to be deeply cleansed, extracting impurities without irritation. This is followed by a relaxing massage of the face, neck, and neckline utilizing skin care products customized for you. Finally a mask is applied and allowed to penetrate the skin's surface leaving your skin glowing and rejuvenated.

Extractions :: 45 Minutes $75  
Starts with a purifying process that allows the skin to be cleansed and exfoliated followed by a thorough extraction of the pores ridding the skin of blackheads and whiteheads. Treatment finishes with a healing mask and soothing moisturizer.

Emotional Release Facial :: 60 Minutes $125  
Every cell in the body has a memory. Traumatic events in our lives are stored and often triggered when unwanted. This healing technique uses different essential oils to help heal and release negative emotions. Massage by Cherthia and Facial by Alexis.

Facial Enhancements ::  
Lip Treatment (as service) $40  
Lip Treatment (as add on) $25  
Eye Stress Relief (as service) $40  
Eye Stress Relief (as add on) $25
“May all who enter as guests leave as friends.”

Services Personally Provided by Alexis

The following services are personally provided by Alexis, ensuring her holistic approach is tailored to each and every client.

- Intuitive Detox
- Facials
- Emotional Release Facials
- Reflexology
- Body Treatments
- Waxing
- Pedicures
- Manicures

Pricing available upon request.
Cuts ::
Women $45
Men $28

Style ::
Specialty Style $50
Blow Out $40

Special Occasion ::
Updo $60+

Unlike other spray tans this will not leave you orange or streaky, and the tan will last anywhere between 7 to 14 days depending on skin type.

Single $60

Before you spray: Take a shower prior to your appointment making sure to exfoliate your body. Do not put on any lotions or make-up as your tan will not adhere as well. Depending on your level of comfort, you can have some tan lines or none at all.
Eye Lash Enhancement :: $350
An exciting new product and technique for thicker, and naturally abundant looking eyelashes. Eyelashes are made thicker and longer through professional application of individual synthetic eyelashes directly attached to the natural eyelash.
This is a semi permanent eyelash extension lasting 4-6 weeks depending on life cycle of your own natural eyelashes. The lashes give you a natural look, natural feel, all with natural wear.

4 Week Fill $45
6 Week Fill $60
Removal $60

Eyelash Tinting :: $25

iCurl Eyelash Perming :: $75
The latest technology for the perfect curled lashes. All it takes is one session and you will never have to curl your lashes again! The perfect curl last for 4-6 months.

Make-up Application :: $50

Eyebrow :: $17
Upper Lip :: $10
Cheek :: $15
Chin :: $10
Full Face :: $45
Underarm :: $25
Tummy :: $25+
Chest :: $50
Full Leg :: $100
Upper Leg :: $50
Lower Leg :: $50
Back :: $50+
Bikini :: $45
Brazilian :: $80
“Tweener” (more than bikini) :: $60
You’ll understand from the minute you enter that Spa Alexis is not merely a salon, not only a place to enhance beauty, not just a haven for relaxation. Owner Alexis Luczak is an expert in Holistic Health, using this foundation to allow her customers to experience a unique world of healing, well being, renewal and joy.

Alexis’ healthy approach to beauty is inspired from her own life, fighting serious illness at a young age then immersing herself in research and learning about natural ways to improve one’s health, prevent disease and escape toxic environments. Using only natural ingredients, Alexis uses care and creativity to prepare the products used in the salon -- working free of all chemicals and focusing on the earth as a source.

She and her staff can educate clients in a Holistic beauty approach, but they also know that a spa experience is yours to enjoy, and you are free to be pampered in whatever way you choose.

From nails to hair to full body, Spa Alexis offers a healthful and happy route to bringing out the beauty within you.

Hours of Operation:
Monday 6:00 pm - 10:00 pm
Tuesday 6:00 pm - 10:00 pm
Wednesday 6:00 pm - 10:00 pm
Thursday 6:00 pm - 10:00 pm
Friday 6:00 pm - 10:00 pm
Saturday 12:00 am - 4:00 pm
Sunday By Appointment, Alexis ia available every Sunday to take appointments after orientation at 7:00 pm.

All prices are subject to change. As a resort policy, if you cancel your spa appointment with less than a 12 hour notice, you will be charged in full for the spa service/treatment. If you provide more than a 12 hour notice, you will avoid being charged. To reschedule for cancel a spa appointment, please contact the front desk.

Please remember that our services take time --try to arrive fro your appointment 15 minutes prior to the scheduled time. Should you arrive late, your appointment may be shortened to allow the therapist to be on time for their next appointment.